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Memorable Quotes:
‘My favourite thing was art. At home my art wasn’t appreciated.’
‐Bal Buttar, former gangster (talking in regards to his childhood)
‘This is what a 6 foot guy is reduced to...a case like this...’
‐Eileen Mohan, mother/spokesperson (showing the bag that carried the urn with her son’s ashes)
‘So that is the question for our parents, our families. You are working hard, everyday, just to provide a
brighter future for your kids. If that’s not helping, what is the point of doing it?’
‐Raj Chouhan, MLA (talking in regards to neglect and parenting)
‘So in terms of the community doing enough. Community is a part of society and again, society has to
tackle this issue.’
‐Jas Sandhu, counsellor (talking in regards to lack of community support)
‘For me, the culture and religion blur. And sometimes it is difficult to tell, what’s religion and what’s
culture.’
‐Rob Rai, youth diversity liaison (talking in regards to Punjabi culture and the Sikh religion)
‘Anytime I read newspapers or watch t.v. programs, when someone is talked about being a successful
person, they always measure that success in wealth.’
‐Harry Bains, MLA (talking in regards to materialism)
‘The lure of the fast money, the power, and the respect they really yearn for, can come just like that so
they take the risk.’
‐Andy B., music producer (when asked why youth go towards gang lifestyles)
‘Every man has his day, you take one, and it takes you.’
‐Bal Buttar, former gangster (when asked about the gang lifestyle)

